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Optical mesons
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An ‘‘optical meson’’~two-photon quantum soliton! is proven to exist in a parametric waveguide. This could
provide an ideal quantum soliton environment, because of more realistic formation lengths and much larger
binding energies thanx (3) quantum solitons. We estimate the binding energy, radius, and interaction length in
comparison to thex (3) case in optical fibers.@S1050-2947~97!51008-0#

PACS number~s!: 42.65.Tg
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Quantum solitons can be regarded as the most fundam
tal objects in quantum-field theory. These quantum str
tures, bound together solely through the self-interactions
the quantum fields, have been an area of many theore
investigations since the early work of Lieb@1#, McGuire@2#,
Yang @3#, Coleman@4#, and Lee@5#, chiefly in the area of
bosonic quantum solitons. The simplest object of this ty
has just two bosons bound together. It is found, for exam
in the well-known case of a one-dimensional Bose gas w
an attractived-function interaction. Very simple quantum
objects of this type, if available experimentally, would pr
vide an ideal testing ground for some well-known conce
of particle formation in quantum fields. However, to date
has not proved possible to directly observe the existenc
elementary quantum bound states of this type, due to
relatively low nonlinearities found in practice.

Instead, the prediction@6# and observation@7# of quantum
effects in fiber-optical solitons has resulted from the reali
tion that quantum soliton properties may be tested exp
mentally in laser physics, using states that are superposit
of different boson numbers. This led to the first demons
tions of quantum effects both in the free time evolution@7#
and in the collisions@8# of optical solitons. In fiber-optica
solitons, thex (3) nonlinearity in optical fibers provides a
environment that is equivalent to an attractived-function in-
teraction between the photons@9#.

Despite this, there are some drawbacks to silica opt
fibers. These are the low nonlinearity ofx (3) effects, and the
existence of thermal background effects due to Raman
Brillouin scattering. The first problem means that phot
numbers are typically large~of the order of 103107 or so!
when fiber-optical solitons form. Deutschet al. suggested
that two-photon quantum solitons~bound states! could be
observed in near-resonant atomic vapor or related syst
@10#. These proposals, however, may also introduce los
and have not yet resulted in observation of quantum solit
with low photon numbers. In addition, thermal effects c
provide a classical background that masks the unique eff
due to quantum mechanics. The latter effect was reduce
the first quantum soliton experiments by using short inter
tion lengths and low temperatures.

To overcome the problem of low nonlinearity, we propo
the investigation ofx (2) parametric quantum solitons~or si-
multons!, which require lower power levels in principle
since the phase shift is proportional toE2, not E3. A wide
range of classical topological @11,12# and nontopological
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parametric soliton solutions@12–18# have recently been
found. This leads to the interesting problem of whether
correspondingquantum-field theory has bound states, an
whether these can have a large enough binding energ
become experimentally observable.

In this Rapid Communication, we will show that an e
actly soluble one-dimensional two-photon quantum bou
state does exist, and has a binding energy of at least
orders of magnitude greater than the corresponding opti
fiber diphoton soliton. Such a solution is the basis for t
further study of low-photon-number solutions. The relative
large binding energy, combined with low-temperature e
perimental techniques, could make it feasible to observe
simple quantum soliton in experiment. The new object co
sists of a superposition of a second-harmonic photon wit
localized pair of subharmonic photons. These are bound
gether by an exchange force due to the parametric coup
In effect, the system is analogous to the quark model of
meson. The subharmonic photons act as quarks, and
second-harmonic photon takes the role of the gluon. Th
these new theoretical entities can be called ‘‘optical m
sons.’’

We start by remarking that the effective Hamiltonian d
scribing a nonlinear parametric waveguide in a movi
frame of reference, using the rotating-wave approximat
~RWA!, can be written@19# as

Ĥ5\E F \

2m1
]f1

†]f11
\

2m2
]f2

†]f21rf2
†f2

1
x

2
~f2

†f1
21f2f1

†2!Gdx. ~1!

Raman effects have been neglected for simplicity. W
have included two group-velocity matched carrier freque
cies atv1 and v252v1 . The effective massmi5\/v i9 is
caused by the dispersionv i9 in the i th frequency band. In
addition,r is the phase mismatch, while the nonlinearityx is
given as

x5
x~2!v1

n3 S \v2

2e0
D 1/2E d2x„u~1!~x!…2„u~2!~x!…* . ~2!

Here n is the refractive index andx (2) is the Bloembergen
@20# expansion coefficient of nonlinear optics, in S.I. uni
R1107 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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The functionsu( i )(x) refer to normalized transverse-mod
functions, which are assumed plane polarized in the ap
priate direction that maximizes the coupling, and the follo
ing commutation laws for the photon fieldsf i are satisfied:

@fm~x!,fn~x8!†#5d~x2x8!dmn . ~3!

Traditionally, a two-photon eigenstate for the interacti
Bose-gas equation is constructed by virtue of cancellati
betweend-function terms from the kinetic-energy~linear!
part of the Hamiltonian andd-function terms from the inter-
action operator acting on the state@2,9,21#. In this case, a
more subtle method is called for. The interaction here tra
forms pairs of subharmonic photons into single seco
harmonic photons. That is, it does not conserve particle n
ber. However, it does conserve a generalized part
number, or Manly-Rowe invariant, equal toN112N2 . Thus,
it is essential to construct energy eigenstates from the ei
states of this invariant quantity. In this way, a general c
didate for a two-photon eigenstate with energyE can be
given as

uc&5S E P~x1!f2
†~x1!dx1

1E E Q~x1 ,x2!f1
†~x1!f1

†~x2!dx1dx2D u0&. ~4!

Operating on Eq.~4! with the Hamiltonian, Eq.~1!, and
rearranging, yields the following two equations:

\2

2m1
S ]2Q~x1 ,x2!

]x1
2 1

]2Q~x1 ,x2!

]x2
2 D 1EQ~x1 ,x2!

5
\x

2
PS x11x2

2 D d~x12x2!, ~5a!

\2

2m2

]2P~x1!

]x1
2 1~E2r\!P~x1!5\xQ~x1 ,x1!. ~5b!

To solve Eq.~5a!, one introduces relative and center-of-ma
coordinates according to

r 5x12x2 ,

R5
x11x2

2
. ~6!

We next assume thatQ(x1 ,x2) is separable, and has anR
dependence given entirely by the corresponding sin
photon wave function, so that

Q~x1 ,x2!5P~R!c~r !. ~7!

Substituting the above expression into Eq.~5a! gives the fol-
lowing two equations in the new coordinate system:

2
\2

4m1

d2P~R!

dR2 5EcP~R!, ~8a!

\2

m1

d2c~r !

dr2 1Erc~r !5
\x

2
d~r !. ~8b!
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Here the energy is divided into center-of-mass and rela
components in the usual way, so thatE5Ec1Er .

Solving the above equations in the case of solutions
are localized gives

P~R!5P0eiKR, ~9a!

c~r !52
m1x

4\k
e2kur u. ~9b!

where K5A4m1Ec/\ and k5A2m1Er /\. Substituting
P(x)5P0exp(iKx) into Eq. ~5b! gives

E5
\2K2

2m2
1r\2

m1x2

4k
5

\2K2

4m1
2

\2k2

m1
. ~10!

Here,k must be real and positive, for a localized bound sta
It is easier to understand this system if we write the abo
equation in the formEr52\2k2/m1, where

g~k!5k21a5
2b

k
, ~11!

while a52K2(m222m1)/(4m2)1m1r/\ and b5@m1x/
(\)#2/8.

The solutions fork are illustrated in Fig. 1. Sinceb.0,
there is always a positive solution regardless of the value
a. Whena,0, it is possible to have negative solutions; ho
ever, these unbounded solutions are scattering states tha
the quantum analog of the classical continuum part of
pulse, and are not considered here.

The theory of cubic equations shows that the positive
lution of k for a bound state can be written as

k05@b1A~a/3!31b2#1/31@b2A~a/3!31b2#1/3. ~12!

A particularly simple case is when the dispersions ha
the relationship ofm252m1 . In this case the equations hav
a symmetry under boost transformations, so they beh
rather like particle systems in which every eigenstate ha
continuous set of corresponding boosted eigenstates, w
energy increases by the center-of-mass kinetic energy.
can be seen from the fact that the equation fork is then

FIG. 1. Graphical solution of the cubic equation for the bou
state, showingg(k) vs k.
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independent of the equation forK, while the total energy can
always be written as a sum of two terms, involvingk and
K separately.

If there is also perfect phase matching, so thatr50, then
k05@m1x/(2\)#2/3 and the binding energy is given byEb

52Er5\2/3m1
1/3(x/2)4/3. Thus, it is clear that the binding

energy increases with effective mass and nonlinear coup
Ideally, the binding energy should be greater than the th
mal phonon energykBT, in order to minimize coupling to
phonons.

Currently available waveguides use LiNbO3, in which
x (2)511.9310212 m/V. This gives a binding energy that i
low compared to thermal phonon energies. However, rec
experiments indicate that three orders of magnitude gre
nonlinearity might be feasible in semiconductor devices~for
example, using GaAs asymmetric quantum wells and rela
systems@22,23#!. Another factor that influences observabili
is the soliton radiusr 051/k, which scales as@v9/x#2/3 in
parametric waveguides. The correspondingx (3) diphoton
would have a radius that scales with@v9/x#, where we note
that the coupling constant has different dimensions in
model. The radius, in turn, influences the characteristic in
action length, which scales asz05c/(k0

2v9!. Clearly, r 0

should be less than the waveguide length, andz0 less than an
absorption length.

In order to compare the various possibilities, the ta
below gives order-of-magnitude parameters for typical sil
fibers, together with estimates for parametric wavegui
with nonlinearities corresponding to LiNbO3 and GaAs
asymmetric quantum wells~AQWs!, respectively@assuming
phase matching, a 1-mm fundamental wavelength, ideal con
y
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ditions, and a mode area of~5 mm!2#. For simplicity, we take
v950.2 m2/s in all cases, although smaller values are p
sible.

Diphoton
in silica

Optical meson
in LiNbO3

Optical meson
in GaAs AQWs

x 631026 m/s 63104 Am/s 63107 Am/s
r 0 30 km 0.25 mm 2.5mm
z0 1015 km 60 m 6 mm
Eb 10222 eV 1029 eV 1025 eV

The above table clearly illustrates the advantages of obs
ing quantum ‘‘optical mesons.’’ The silica fiber two-photo
solition is simply unobservable, since the interaction len
is about 14 orders of magnitude greater than the absorp
length of 10 km in silica. The optical meson is nearly achie
able even with present LiNbO3 techniques. It appears pos
sible, with improvements in semiconductor technology, t
quantum solitions with very small numbers of photons co
be experimentally observed in a strongly coupled parame
waveguide environment. A simple experiment would be,
example, to observe the autocorrelation function of the s
harmonic photons. This opens the way to a new paradigm
testing quantum-field theory. In these experiments, photo
‘‘particles’’ would be created and interact with each othe
using lasers rather than particle accelerators.
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